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Think you're having a rough week? Bella's stepdad, a semi-pro wrestler, just signed the entire family

up for a reality TV show. Bella's first thought: Kill. Me. Now. Living in Truman, Oklahoma wasn't

100% miserable for Bella. Sure, she misses Manhattan, couture clothes, and her dad. But she was

making new friends at Truman High and almost enjoying her work at the school newspaper. Then

the whole stepdad-wrestler-reality-show issue hit and her life is now being splashed across weekly

tabloids and broadcast news. As if having a camera crew following her around isn't bad enough,

Bella soon discovers a conspiracy against the Truman High prom queen candidates. And the closer

she gets to the answer, the more danger she's in.As her relationship with Luke teeters between

friendship and romance, Bella's ex-boyfriend Hunter reappears and vies for Bella's attention.

Denying allegations of a love triangle, working to solve the prom queen mystery, and trying to keep

her cool on national television finally motivate Bella to start talking--and listening--to God more.But

what comes next has Bella once again screaming: I'M. SO. SURE.
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This is the second book by Jenny B. Jones about Bella Kirkwood. Ms Jones is described as a writer

of Christian fiction and teaches high school. I loved the first book and eagerly looked forward to this

one. The first book had minor references, in my opinion, to religion. This one had much more. It

wasn't over the top, but there was definitely more. Both of the books have mystery and intrigue as

well as teenage angst. I was skeptical about how she would handle the wrestling/reality TV show

idea and found it was done pretty well. The mystery and how it would be resolved took a few

unexpected turns which made you want to keep reading to see how it resolved.There will be a 3rd

book in the Charmed Life Series, So Over My Head. It is due out May 2010, which will be a very

long wait! These books are set in a high school in Oklahoma so the target audience would be

teenage girls. I taught high school for over 22 years and, even though I have long passed my

teenage years, I really enjoyed the two books in the series and will read the third when it comes out.

I really loved this book. Its an amazing sequel to So Not Happening. Jones does an awesome job of

relating the characters to the reader and making the reader believe that Bella could be a real teen. I

would definitely recommend this book and series!

Much better editing on this book. The storyline continues to intrigue and I love the hilarious banter.

Looking forward to the next book.

My daughter loves Jenny B Jones books. This was no exception

I really enjoyed the last book in the series but I loved this one even more. I couldn't stop laughing. I

enjoyed the banter between Budge and Bella. it was funny to see Bella navigate her jobs. I'm

looking forward to the last book.

It's no secret I'm a fan of Jenny B. Jones' books, and her latest doesn't disappoint. I'm So Sure is

filled with her trademark wit, along with a good dose of intrigue. I became completely absorbed in

Bella's problems (which seem to stack up exponentially by the minute) and her group of friends,

along with her blended family and of course her romantic foil, Luke Sullivan. Recommended for all

ages, not just YA. I can't wait for the next book!

Absolutely loved this series! There is nothing like a great story with humor.



I enjoyed reading about the people I "met" in book 1 and now I am looking forward to reading book

3!
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